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FICTION 
 

Askaripour, Mateo  
THIS GREAT HEMISPHERE: A Novel  
Fiction | Dutton Hardcover | July 2024 | UK & Translation Rights   
Agent: Tina Pohlman @ Ross Yoon Agency | Editor: Pilar Garcia-Brown  
Status: manuscript available 
 
From the award-winning and bestselling author of Black Buck, comes a speculative novel about a 
young woman—invisible by birth and relegated to second class citizenship—who sets off on a mission 
to find her older brother, whom she had presumed dead but who is now the primary suspect in a 

high-profile political murder. 
 
Mateo Askaripour’s work aims to empower people of color to seize opportunities for advancement, no matter the obstacle. 
He was chosen as one of Entertainment Weekly’s “10 Rising Stars to Make Waves in 2021” and a 2018 Rhode Island Writers 
Colony writer-in-residence, and his writing has appeared in The New York Times, Entrepreneur, Lit Hub, and elsewhere. His 
debut novel Black Buck (HarperCollins, 2021) was an instant New York Times bestseller and a Read with Jenna Today 
Show book club pick. 
 
Publishers of Black Buck: 
UK & C – John Murray 
French – Buchet Castel 

Spanish – Planeta 
Turkish – Zenon  

 
 

Berry, Flynn 
TRUST HER: A Novel  
Thriller | Viking Hardcover | June 2024 | UK & Translation Rights   
Agent: Emily Forland @ Brandt & Hochman | Editor: Lindsey Schwoeri  
Status: manuscript available  
 
Two sisters find they can't outrun their past in the riveting new thriller from the New York 
Times bestselling author of Northern Spy.  
 
Flynn Berry is the author of Under the Harrow (Penguin, 2016), winner of the 2017 Edgar Award for 

Best First Novel; A Double Life (Viking, 2018), a New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice; and Northern Spy (Viking 2021), 
a Reese’s Book Club Pick that was named one of the ten best thrillers of 2021 by The New York Times and The Washington 
Post. The recipient of a Yaddo fellowship, Berry is a graduate of the Michener Center for Writers and Brown University. 
 
Publishers of Northern Spy:
UK & C – Weidenfeld & Nicolson  French – Presses de la Cite  German – Aufbau  

 
 

Calhoun, Ada  
THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE UNEXPLAINED: A Novel  
Fiction | Viking Hardcover | February 2025 | UK Rights   
Agent: Daniel Greenberg @ Levine Greenberg Rostan Lit. Agency | Editor: Laura Tisdel  
Status: manuscript available in December 2023  
 
THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE UNEXPLAINED is a novel following a woman in middle age who bounds 
past a standard flirtation into a transformational affair which upends her marriage and life—an 
inverted Heartburn for a new generation of women. 
 

Ada Calhoun is the author of Also a Poet (Grove Press, 2022), named one of the best books of 2022 by the New York Times, 
NPR, and The Washington Post; longlisted for the Andrew Carnegie Medal for Nonfiction; and featured on the TODAY Show 
and PBS News Hour. Her other books include New York Times-bestseller Why We Can't Sleep (Grove Press, 2020) and St. 
Marks Is Dead (Norton, 2015). 
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Echlin, Helena   
CLEVER LITTLE THING: A Novel 
Thriller | Pamela Dorman Books Hardcover | January 2025 | UK Rights 
Agent: Chad Luibl @ Janklow & Nesbit | Editor: Pamela Dorman 
Status: manuscript available in November 2023 
 
Charlotte’s daughter Stella is sensitive and brilliant, perhaps even a genius, but following the sudden 
death of Stella’s babysitter, Blanka, the once disruptive and anti-social child has become docile and 
agreeable—and has begun to mirror Blanka’s personality. Charlotte is convinced that Blanka herself is 
somehow responsible for Stella’s transformation, but how could someone who is dead still be 

entwined in their lives? As Charlotte looks deeper into the matter and gets to who know Blanka really was outside of her job, 
she begins to understand how much the influence of a babysitter has shaped her daughter’s life, and her own. With a 
singular, chilling voice, CLEVER LITTLE THING is an ode to motherhood and a nuanced critique of the caretaking industry, a 
page-turner that will haunt readers long after its epic, surprising finale.  
 
Helena Echlin has written for numerous publications on both sides of the Atlantic, including The Guardian and The Times. She 
taught at Stanford University for eight years and has recently returned to the UK, where she now teaches fiction writing for 
Oxford University’s Department of Continuing Education. She lives in Oxfordshire with her husband and two children.  
 

 
Fischer, Maribeth   
A SEASON OF PERFECT HAPPINESS: A Novel 
Women’s Fiction | Dutton Hardcover | August 2024 | UK Rights 
Agent: Kerry D’Agostino @ Curtis Brown | Editor: Grace Layer 
Status: manuscript available in November 2023 
 
Investigating questions around motherhood, secrets, forgiveness, and who deserves second chances, 
A SEASON OF PERFECT HAPPINESS tells the story of a woman starting fresh in a state where no one 
knows her past, because if the people she's grown to love find out what she's done, everything might 
come crumbling down.  
 
Maribeth Fischer is the founder and executive director of the Rehoboth Beach Writers’ Guild. She has 

received three Delaware Division of the Arts Fellowships and two Pushcart Prizes for her essays. Her two previous books, The 
Language of Goodbye (Dutton, 2001) and The Life You Longed For (Touchstone, 2007), have been sold in six foreign countries. 
She holds an MFA in creative writing from Virginia Commonwealth University. 
 

 
Gill, Libby 
MALIBU SUMMER: A Novel  
Contemporary Romance | Penguin Trade Paperback | June 2024 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Alice Martell @ The Martell Agency | Editor: Pamela Dorman  
Status: manuscript available  
 

Environmental scientist, PhD candidate, and inventor Ivy is on top of the world when, suddenly, her 
husband is killed in a biking accident. Needing space to grieve, she takes a summer job as a gardener 
in Malibu, working for wealthy Hollywood has-been Conrad, who, after the death of his young wife, is 
overwhelmed with the care of his rambunctious stepson Hudson, massive beach estate, and fading 
career. Conrad hopes Ivy will take at least one thing off his plate, but it isn’t long before sparks fly 

between these two uber-driven people, and not the good kind. But when Ivy finds the key to Hudson’s heart, Conrad’s own 
heart begins to melt as well….and then the sparks that fly are the ones that kindle the very best kind of love affair… 
 
Libby Gill grew up on two continents before starting her career at Norman Lear's Embassy Communications, eventually 
becoming head of publicity, advertising, and promotion for Sony’s worldwide television group. The author of six nonfiction 
books, she is the founder of LA-based Libby Gill & Company, a leadership consulting and executive coaching firm. 
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Grischow, Becca  
HOMETOWN ADVANTAGE: A Novel  
Rom-Com | Viking Trade Paperback Original | September 2024 | UK & Translation 
Rights   
Agent: Dana Murphy @ Trellis | Editor: Nidhi Pugalia  
Status: manuscript available in late October 2023  
 

A queer twist on the traditional small-town holiday rom-com, where two former classmates reunite 
for a drunken, banter-filled night and a long weekend of hijinks, falling hard along the way. Viking has 
also bought a second novel from Becca Grischow, pitched loosely as Bridesmaids meets Ashley 

Herring Blake.  
 
Becca Grischow is a freelance marketing consultant, content creator, and ghostwriter of over two dozen books, including 
multiple bestselling romances. Her work has been featured on Insider, NPR, and on popular podcasts like Celebrity Memoir 
Book Club. She is best known for her TikTok, where her storytelling content and writing advice has garnered over 110K 
followers and millions of quarterly views.  
 
 

James, Holly  
NAME YOUR PRICE: A Novel 
Rom-Com | Dutton Trade Paperback Original | July 2024 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Melissa Edwards @ Stonesong | Editor: Cassidy Sachs    
Status: manuscript available 
 
In Holly James's newest rom-com, sparks and dishware fly as a pair of broke exes get locked in a 
house together on a reality show for a chance to win a million dollars, a paperback original that 
perfectly captures the absurd sincerity of made-for-TV love.  
 
Holly James holds a PhD in psychology and spent many years studying stress and physiology in a lab. 

She lives in Southern California, has worked in academic and medical settings, and currently works in the tech industry. 
 
Publishers of The Deja Glitch (Dutton, 2023):  
Hungarian – Publish & More  

 
 

Krischer, Hayley 
WHERE ARE YOU, ECHO BLUE? A Novel  
Fiction | Dutton Hardcover | July 2024 | UK & Translation Rights   
Agent: Emily Sylvan Kim @ Prospect Agency | Editor: Lexy Cassola  
Status: manuscript available 
 
When Echo Blue, the most famous child star of the ‘90s, disappears on the eve of the millennium, the 
theories instantly start swirling: She's back in rehab after a wild New Year's Eve; she's killed herself 
because of a bad romance; it’s just a publicity stunt for attention. But Goldie Klein, an ambitious 
young journalist, who also happens to be Echo's biggest fan, knows there must be more to the story. 
Why, on the eve of her big comeback, would Echo just go missing without a trace? After a year of 

covering dreary local stories for Manhattan Eye, Goldie is sure this will be her big break so she heads to L.A. to begin a wild 
search that takes her deep into Echo’s complicated life, and reveals the story of a young woman who was chewed up and spit 
out by the industry as so many are, and who may have had to pay the ultimate price.  
 
Hayley Krischer is the author of two young adult novels, Something Happened to Ali Greenleaf (Razorbill, 2020) and The 
Falling Girls (Razorbill, 2021). She is also an award-winning journalist who has written for The New York Times, The New York 
Times Magazine, The Atlantic, Marie Claire, Elle, and more. 

 
 
 
 

https://www.tiktok.com/@beegrizwrites?lang=en
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Mathieu, Jennifer 
THE FACULTY LOUNGE: A Novel 
Fiction | Dutton Hardcover | July 2024 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Kerry Sparks @ Levine, Greenberg, Rostan Literary Agency | Editor: Lexy Cassola   
Status: manuscript available 
 
With its ensemble of unforgettable, charming characters, THE FACULTY LOUNGE shows readers a 
different side of school life with its petty drama, collegial trauma bonding, and frustrating 
bureaucracy. It all starts when an elderly substitute teacher at Baldwin High School is found dead in 
the faculty lounge. After a bit of a stir amongst the present teachers, life quickly returns to normal… 

it’s not like it’s the worst (or even the most interesting) thing that has happened within the building walls. But when a week 
later the spontaneous scattering of his ashes on the school grounds catches the attention of some busybody parents, it sets 
in motion a school year that can only be described as wild, bizarre, tragic, mundane, beautiful, and funny all at once. For 
readers of Tom Perrotta, Katherine Heiny, and Frederik Backman, THE FACULTY LOUNGE is a bighearted, funny novel that is 
at once an ode to teachers, a timely glimpse at today’s pressing school-place issues, and a tender character study. 
 
Jennifer Mathieu is a writer and English teacher who lives in Texas. A native of the East Coast and a former journalist, she is 
the author of several young adult novels, including The Truth About Alice (Roaring Brook Press, 2014), Devoted (Roaring Brook 
Press, 2015), Afterward (Roaring Brook Press, 2016), and Moxie (Roaring Brook Press, 2017), which was also a Netflix film. 
 

 
Rhine, A.D.   
DAUGHTERS OF BRONZE: A Novel  
Fiction | Dutton Trade Paperback | November 2024 | UK & 
Translation Rights   
Agent: Shannon Hassan @ Marsal Lyon Literary Agency | Editor: Cassidy Sachs  
Status: manuscript available 
 
The sequel to the Bronze Age epic HORSES OF FIRE, a historical novel of Troy 
following Andromache, Rhea, Helen, and Cassandra as these fierce, unsung 
women and their band of unlikely allies work together to save the city's 

greatest hope.  
 
A.D. Rhine is the pseudonym and debut venture of Ashlee Cowles and Danielle Stinson. The authors, previously published in 
YA, are united by their military “brat” upbringing, childhood friendship spanning two decades, and love of classical literature. 
Cowles holds degrees in the Ethics of War and Peace from Duke University and History from the University of St. Andrews. 
Stinson holds an MALD from the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.  
 

 
Snoekstra, Anna   
THE ONES WE LOVE 
Fiction | Dutton Hardcover | May 2025 | UK Rights (no ANZ)  
Agent: Stephanie Rostan @ Levine Greenberg Rostan Lit. Agency | Editor: Lexy Casolla  
Status: manuscript available 
 
By screenwriter and bestselling Australian author Anna Snoekstra comes a surprising, upmarket 
suspense novel in which tensions in a family of four Australian expats newly living in L.A. bubble to 
the surface when the oldest daughter wakes up bruised and battered from a night she can’t 
remember but during which something very bad seems to have happened…and no one wants to talk 
about it. 

 
Anna Snoekstra is an award-winning author and screenwriter and the creator and writer of The Ridge, a television series in 
development with Lucky Chap Entertainment and CreateNSW. Her first novel, Only Daughter (Mira, 2016), has been optioned 
by Universal Studios and Working Title. In addition, she writes about culture and creative process for The Guardian, 
Crimereads, Lindsay, HERE Magazine, The Sydney Morning Herald and The Saturday Paper, and teaches fiction writing at 
RMIT University in Melbourne.  

https://www.annasnoekstra.com/
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NONFICTION 
 
 

HISTORY, SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY 
 

 
Kurzweil, Ray 
THE SINGULARITY IS NEARER 
Tech/Future Studies | Viking Hardcover | June 2025 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Loretta Barrett @ Loretta Barrett Books | Editor: Rick Kot  
Status: manuscript available 
 
The noted inventor and futurist's successor to his landmark book The Singularity Is Near explores how 
technology will refashion the human race in the decades to come.  
 
Ray Kurzweil is the author of the New York Times bestseller The Singularity is Near (Viking, 2005), the 
national bestseller The Age of Spiritual Machines (Viking, 1999), and How to Create a Mind (Viking, 

2012), among other. One of the leading inventors of our time, he was inducted into the National Inventors Hall of Fame in 
2002. He is the recipient of many honors, including the National Medal of Technology and Innovation, the nation’s highest 
honor in technology.  
 
Rights sold to: 
Hungarian – Pallas Athéné Konyvkiado 
Russian – Eksmo 

Simplified Chinese – Cheers 
Ukrainian – Laboratory 

 
Publishers of How to Create a Mind: 
UK & C – Duckworth 
Arabic – Dar Altanweer Egypt 
Bulgarian – Iztok Zapad 
Complex Chinese – EcoTrends 
Dutch – Uitgeverij de Wereld 
German – Lola Books 

Hungarian – Pallas Athéné Konyvkiado 
Italian – Apogeo 
Korean – Mindmap Korea 
Polish – Janusz Nawrocki Studio 
Portuguese in Brazil – Editora Aleph 
Romanian – Paralela 

Russian – Eksmo 
Simplified Chinese – Cheers 
Spanish – Lola Books 
Thai – Arrow Multimedia 
Turkish – Istanbul Bilgi Univ. 
Vietnamese – ETS Data  

 
 

 
Leifer, Joshua   
TABLETS SHATTERED: The End of an American Jewish Century and the Future of Jewish 
Life 
Social Science/History | Dutton Hardcover | August 2024 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Gary Morris @ David Black Agency | Editor: Maya Ziv  
Status: manuscript available in November 2023 
 
A definitive look at the history and future of Jewish identity in America from the tipping point we 
are currently living in, as the Holocaust moves further back in history and Israel becomes 

increasingly divisive.  
 
Joshua Leifer is a contributing editor at Jewish Currents and a member of the Dissent editorial board. His writing has 
appeared in The New York Times, The New York Review of Books, The Guardian, The Nation, n+1, and elsewhere. He is PhD 
student at Yale University, where his work focuses on the history of modern European moral and social thought. 
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Oller, John  
MANHUNTERS: The Unsung Gangster-Era FBI Agents Who Battled America’s Deadliest 
Public Enemies 
History/True Crime | Dutton Hardcover | September 2024 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Jim Donovan @ Jim Donovan Literary | Editor: Grace Layer 
Status: manuscript available in January 2024 
 
J. Edgar Hoover was the face of the FBI, but the federal agents in the field, relentlessly chasing the 
most notorious gangsters of the 1930s with their own lives on the line, truly transformed the 
Bureau. In MANHUNTERS, John Oller transports readers right to the most harrowing and 

consequential raids of the 1930s, with fast-paced action that shows the lengths both sides will go to win. 
 
John Oller is a retired Wall Street attorney, and author of critically acclaimed biographies of figures such as Revolutionary 
War hero Francis Marion, Hollywood actress Jean Arthur, and Civil War socialite Kate Chase Sprague.  
 
Publishers of White Shoe (Dutton, 2019):  
Simplified Chinese – China Science and Technology 

 

 
Schwartz, Theodore H.   
GRAY MATTERS: A Biography of Brain Surgery  
History/Medical | Dutton Hardcover | August 2024 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Kris Dahl @ CAA | Editor: Stephen Morrow  
Status: manuscript available in November 2023 
 
We’ve all heard the phrase “it’s not brain surgery”, but what exactly IS brain surgery? Dr. Theodore 
Schwartz explores what it’s like to be the person holding the scalpel, wielding the drill, removing a 
tumor, fixing a bullet hole, or stopping a blood clot from damaging the brain—when every second 
can mean life or death. Neurosurgery, a profession that is barely 100 years old, creates a profound 

connection between two human beings, but few know its history. How does it feel to hand over your most vital organ to a 
stranger? And how does performing brain surgery change your perspective on the self and free will? In this popular 
biography of brain surgery, Schwarz delves into some of the most famous neurosurgeries and probes deeper questions 
about consciousness and identity. This is the ultimate cultural and scientific history of a literally mind-blowing field and 
where it’s going in the future.  
 
Theodore Schwartz, MD is a neurosurgeon and professor of neurosurgery at Weill Cornell Medical Center at New York 
Presbyterian Hospital, one of the busiest and most highly-ranked neurosurgery centers in the world. He has published over 
500 scientific articles and chapters on neurosurgery and has lectured around the world―from Bogotá to Vienna to 
Mumbai―on new, minimally invasive surgical techniques that he helped invent and perfect.  He studied philosophy and 
literature at Harvard. 
 

 
Taub, Jennifer  
TAXATION NATION  
Business/Social Science | Viking Hardcover | October 2024 | UK Rights 
Agent: Jill Marr @ Sandra Dijkstra Literary Agency | Editor: Ibrahim Ahmad 
Status: manuscript available in February 2024 
 
TAXATION NATION explores the evolution of our current tax system in the U.S., the inequality 
embedded in it, and how we can fix it, told through the stories of the people who profit from it and 
those whom it has failed.  
 
Jennifer Taub is a legal scholar and advocate whose writing focuses on "follow the money" matters—

promoting transparency and opposing corruption. She has testified as a banking law expert before Congress and has 
appeared on MSNBC's Morning Joe and CNN's Newsroom. Taub was the Bruce W. Nichols Visiting Professor of Law in fall 
2019 at Harvard Law School and is a professor of law at the Western New England University School of Law. She is a graduate 
of Yale College and Harvard Law School and the author of Big Dirty Money (Viking, 2020).  
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Winegard, Timothy  
THE HORSE: A Galloping History of Humanity   
History/Science/Civilization | Dutton Hardcover | July 2024 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Rick Broadhead @ Rick Broadhead & Associates | Editor: John Parsley 
Status: manuscript available  
 
The New York Times bestselling author of The Mosquito is back with a new title in the same vein, now 
revealing the horse’s relationship with the peoples of the world, as a mode of transportation, a 
means of farming, a companion, and a weapon of war. 

 
Dr. Timothy C. Winegard holds a PhD from the University of Oxford and is a professor of history and political science at 
Colorado Mesa University in Grand Junction, Colorado. Winegard served as an officer with the Canadian and British Forces, 
has lectured on CSPAN, and has appeared on televised roundtables. He is internationally published, including his four 
previous books, in the fields of both military history and indigenous studies. 
 
Publishers of The Mosquito (Dutton, 2019):  
UK & C – Text 
Dutch – Thomas Rap 
German – Benevento Books 
Hebrew – Tchelet Publishers 
Italian – HarperCollins Italia 

Japanese – Seidosha 
Korean – ROK Media 
Polish – Kobiece 
Portuguese in Brazil – Intrinseca 
Romanian – Publica  

Russian – Eksmo 
Simplified Chinese – CITIC 
Spanish – PRH Spain 
Thai – Se-Education 
Turkish – Terapikitap

 
 
 
 

HUMOR, POP CULTURE  
 

Enger, Jeremy  
BELIEVE: The Untold Story of the Making of Ted Lasso  
TV/Pop Culture | Dutton Hardcover | October 2024 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Rick Richter @ Aevitas| Editor: Jill Schwartzman   
Status: manuscript available in December 2023 
 
The behind-the-scenes story of the creation of Ted Lasso, with cast and crew interviews, origin 
stories, and new insight into the making of the hit show.  
 
Jeremy Enger is the Television Editor of The New York Times. The features that he’s written on Ted 
Lasso for the New York Times have collectively garnered over 1 million views.  
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Fitzgerald, Melissa and Mary McCormack   
WHAT’S NEXT: A Backstage Pass to The West Wing, Its Cast and 
Crew, and Its Enduring Legacy of Service 
Pop Culture| Dutton Hardcover | August 2024 | Translation Rights 
Agent: Matt Latimer & Dylan Colligan @ Javelin Group | Editor: Jill 
Schwartzman  
Status: manuscript available in February 2024 
 
WHAT’S NEXT is an oral and narrative history of the classic show The West 
Wing, combined with the lessons that the show promoted, such as Trust, 

Fairness, and Courage, both then and now. It features contributions and participation from the cast and crew members, 
including Aaron Sorkin, Martin Sheen, and Allison Janney.  
 
Melissa Fitzgerald is an American actress and the Senior Director of the nonprofit organization Justice For Vets. She is best 
known for portraying Carol Fitzpatrick on The West Wing. Mary McCormack is an American actress. She has had leading roles 
as Justine Appleton in the series Murder One, as Deputy National Security Adviser Kate Harper in The West Wing, as Deputy 
U.S. Marshal Mary Shannon in In Plain Sight, and as Peggy in the comedy series The Kids Are Alright. This is their first book. 
 
Rights sold to: 
UK & C – Headline  

 
 
Henry, Spencer and Madison Reyes  
OBITCHUARY: The Big Hot Book of Death 
Social Science/Pop Culture | Plume Hardcover | August 2024 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Dan Milaschewski & Lily Dolin @ UTA | Editor: Jill Schwartzman   
Status: manuscript available 
 

Based on the popular podcast, OBITCHUARY will be a funny but “deadly” serious look at the way that Americans handle 
death, mourning, and the commemoration of people they love. 
 
Best friends and co-hosts Spencer Henry (Cult Liter Podcast) & Madison Reyes have a long-running history of sending each 
other the wildest, most absurd, and sometimes scathing obituaries. In 2021, they decided to share their findings with the 
world when they launched Obitchuary, the hilarious, hit weekly podcast, and it turned out the world was eager to hear it. 
Each week Obitchuary listeners tune in to laugh alongside Spencer and Madison as they deep-dive into macabre history, 
funeral facts, and of course some wild obituaries. 
 
 

Pastores, Jenine and Josh Jackson 
TUBBY’S TEARABLE BOOK: A Collection of Comics, Compliments, and Cheer to Tear and 
Share With Your Loved Ones 
Humor/Activity | TarcherPerigee Trade Paperback | October 2024 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Noah Ballard @ Verve Talent & Literary Agency | Editor: Lauren Appleton 
Status: manuscript available  
 
An illustrated gift book based on the popular cartoon alien known as Tubby Nugget (@tubbynugget 
has 2.4M followers on Instagram). The book will be filled with encouragements, hugs, high fives, and 
even a few recipes designed to tear out the pages and gift to friends.  

 
Jenine Pastores previously worked as a creative producer and screenwriter in the film and commercial industry for names 
such as Jon M. Chu., Jubilee Media, Alabaster Co., and VEVO. Pastores began writing and producing Tubby Nugget content 
with Josh Jackson due to their shared love for animations and cartoons in 2018. In the present, she is now the team's Chief 
Creative Officer and the voice of Tubby Nugget in all of Nuggetverse’s animated content. Joshua Jackson has previously 
worked as a director, motion graphics artist, and film editor for notable media companies such as Netflix, VEVO, and Jubilee 
Media. He currently utilizes his artistic background and strengths as a film director and VFX artist to animate and bring the 
Tubby Nugget comics to life. He officially co-founded Nuggetverse Inc. as its CEO with Jenine in 2018. 

  

https://justiceforvets.org/
https://www.instagram.com/tubbynugget/?hl=en
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PARENTING/FAMILY, SELF-HELP, COLORING BOOKS, JOURNALS 
 
 

Basford, Johanna 
MAGICAL WORLDS: An Enchanted Coloring Adventure 
Coloring | Penguin Life Trade Paperback | October 2024 | Translation Rights  
Agent: Cath Summerhayes @ Curtis Brown | Editor: Meg Leder  
Status: manuscript available in February 2024 
 
The latest coloring book from mega international bestselling color evangelist, Johanna Basford. With 
MAGICAL WORLDS, Johanna’s legions of fans will color castles and wonderful magical lands.  
 
Johanna Basford is an illustrator and ink evangelist who prefers pens and pencils to pixels. Her 

intricate, hand-drawn illustrations are loved the world over by those who have colored in (sometimes more than once) her 
bestselling books, including Small Victories (Penguin Life, 2023), Rooms of Wonder (Penguin Life, 2022), and How to Draw 
Inky Wonderlands (Penguin Life, 2019). 
 
Publishers of Small Victories: 
Arabic – Jarir 
Danish – JP/Politikens 
Dutch – BBNC 

French – Marabout 
German – Munchner 
Hungarian – Mano Konyvek 

Japanese – Graphic-Sha 
Korean – KL 
Portuguese in Brazil – Sextante
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Beck, Martha  
THE ART OF CALM 
Self-Help | The Open Field Hardcover | January 2025 | Translation Rights 
Agent: Linda Loewenthal @ The Loewenthal Company | Editors: Pamela Dorman & Nina Rodriguez-
Marty   
Status: manuscript available in February 2024 
 
A new framework for overcoming anxiety, THE ART OF CALM draws on the latest science to offer 
strategies for soothing your brain, reconnecting with inner reserves of calm, and awakening your 
right-brain creativity to unwind the anxiety spiral. 

 
Martha Beck is a bestselling author, life coach, and speaker who specializes in helping individuals and groups achieve greater 
levels of personal and professional success. She is the author of nine nonfiction books, including the New York Times 
bestseller The Way of Integrity (The Open Field, 2021), and has been a longtime contributor to O, The Oprah Magazine. She 
holds a PhD in sociology from Harvard. 
 
Rights sold to: 
UK & C – Piatkus 
 

Publishers of The Way of Integrity (The Open Field, 2021): 
UK & C – Piatkus 
Arabic – Dar Altanweer 
Bulgarian – Grant Cardone CEE 
Dutch – Kosmos 
French – Ariane 
Hebrew – Armchair Publishers 

Hungarian – Edesviz Kiado 
Korean – Gilbut 
Lithuanian – Tyto Alba 
Polish – JK 
Portuguese in Brazil – Companhia 
Romanian – SC Editura Tikaboo 

Russian – AST 
Serbian – Finesa 
Slovene – Zalozba Primus 
Spanish – Urano 
Turkish – Serenad 
Vietnamese – First News

 
 

Chakour, Vanessa  
EARTHLY BODIES  
Self-Help/Nature | Penguin Life Trade Paperback | August 2024 | UK & Translation Rights  
Agent: Terra Chalberg @ Chalberg & Sussman LLC | Editor: Laura Tisdel   
Status: manuscript available in December 2023 
 
Environmentalist and educator Vanessa Chakour uses our unique connection to the animal world to 
reveal new ways to get the most from our inner life. 
 

Vanessa Chakour is an author, visual artist, herbalist, naturalist, former pro-boxer, and environmental activist. Her work is a 
dynamic blend of her vast personal experiences over the last 20+ years. She has been curating and facilitating rewilding 
retreats, workshops, and classes for over a decade and is the co-steward of Mount Owen Forest Sanctuary. Her last 
book, Awakening Artemis (Penguin Life, 2021), shares her journey of healing through the lens of 24 medicinal plants. 
 
Publishers of Awakening Artemis: 
UK & C – Penguin Life UK 
German – Ullstein  
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DiPirro, Dani 
INTO THE MOMENT: A Journal and Coloring Book for Mindful Creativity 
Journal/Coloring Book | TarcherPerigee Trade Paperback | September 2024 | UK & 
Translation Rights 
Agent: Monika Verma @ Levine Greenberg Rostan | Editor: Lauren Appleton 
Status: manuscript available in November 2023 
 

Part journal, part coloring book, INTO THE MOMENT is an illustrated guide to help readers work 
through their overwhelming feelings and find creative ways to cope with their emotions.  
 

The author of Grow Through It (TarcherPerigee, 2020), Dani DiPirro is the creator of the popular 
Instagram account @positivelypresent. She has been featured in ELLE, Forbes, Glamour, and The Washington Post Express. 
 

Publishers of Grow Through It: 
UK & C – Michael O’Mara Books 
 
 

Ebenstein, Joanna 
MEMENTO MORI: Contemplating Death to Live a Better Life 
Self-Help/Grief | TarcherPerigee Paper-Over-Board | September 2024 | UK & 
Translation Rights 
Agent: Kate McKean @ Howard Morhaim Literary Agency | Editor: Lauren Appleton 
Status: manuscript available in January 2024 
 

Talking about death has been deemed taboo, but scientists, psychologists, and spiritual leaders all 
agree that contemplating death is the key to living a life with meaning. In MEMENTO MORI, you’ll 
learn to befriend death in your own way, creating your own daily meditation on what it means to be 
mortal. Through personal anecdotes, historical examples, meditations, exercises, journal prompts, 

and reflections, you will learn to both come to terms with what death means and to live alongside it without fear. 
 

Joanna Ebenstein is an internationally recognized death expert. She is the creator of the Morbid Anatomy blog, library, and 
event series and was cofounder and creative director of the Morbid Anatomy Museum in Brooklyn. She is also the teacher of 
the many times sold out class Memento Mori: Befriending Death with Art, History and the Imagination. She is a well-known 
writer, photographer, event producer, and award-winning curator. 
 

 

Fisher, Jefferson 
PREDICTING POSITIVE: How to Communicate in Three Simple Steps  
Self-Help/Communication | TarcherPerigee Hardcover | May 2025 | Translation Rights 
Agent: Tess Callero @ Europa | Editor: Jacob Surpin 
Status: proposal available; manuscript available in March 2024 
 

PREDICTING POSITIVE is the definitive book on teaching people how to connect with others, even 
when having their most challenging conversations. Jefferson Fisher’s communicative equation for 
predicting positive outcomes works off a three-part system: the aligning thoughts that ensure the 
message is delivered effectively; the connecting thoughts that ensure the response is interpreted and 
discerned correctly; and the fluid thoughts that allow for the flexibility to adjust to external factors 

outside of our control. This system can work in a transactional conversation, like buying a home or negotiating a raise, as well 
as in life’s heavier moments, like a knock-down-drag-out argument with your spouse; fighting the anxiety and lack of 
confidence to speak up on a Zoom call; or the heartbreak from conflict that grips family gatherings over political differences.  
 

Jefferson Fisher is a lawyer based in Texas. In 2022, he opened his own law firm and released his first “How to Argue” reel on 
Instagram, which led to exponential organic growth across social media. He now has almost 3 million followers on Instagram 
and 1 million followers on TikTok. PREDICTING POSITIVE is his first book.  
 

Rights sold to:  
UK & C – Penguin Business 
Dutch – Luitingh-Sijthoff  

Portuguese in Brazil – Intrinseca 
Romanian – Bookzone 

Spanish – Conecta/PRH Spain 

https://www.instagram.com/positivelypresent/?hl=en
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Koelma, Grace 
THE ADHD FOCUS FRIEND PLANNER: Planning and Productivity Workbook  
Self-Help | TarcherPerigee Trade Paperback | October 2024 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Kate McKean @ Howard Morhaim Literary Agency | Editor: Marian Lizzi 
Status: manuscript available in December 2023 
 
Life with ADHD can be a wild ride, bursting with creative ideas and details to keep track of, but 
traditional planners tend to leave people with ADHD feeling even worse about themselves. Enter THE 
ADHD FOCUS FRIEND PLANNER. Based on research findings about ADHD brains, as well as 

phenomenally popular digital planner pages known as Future ADHD, this highly anticipated and vibrantly illustrated planner is 
a game-changer for anyone diagnosed with ADHD, as well as others who are neurodivergent. THE ADHD FOCUS FRIEND 
PLANNER is a self-paced life organizer designed to be used as needed to help embrace all that you can achieve, your way. 
 
Grace Koelma is a writer, education specialist, entrepreneur, graphic designer, and certified breathwork and meditation 
teacher. She’s the host of the Future ADHD podcast and creator of the groundbreaking Future ADHD planner digital 
downloads. Diagnosed with ADHD in her early 30s, Koelma is now a passionate advocate for ADHDers around the world. 
 
 

Lembke, Anna, MD  
DOPAMINE NATION WORKBOOK 
Self-Help | Dutton Trade Paperback | October 2024 | Translation Rights 
Agent: Bonnie Solow @ Solow Literary Enterprises | Editor: Jill Schwartzman   
Status: proposal available; manuscript available in December 2023 
 
In Dopamine Nation, Dr. Anna Lembke introduced readers to groundbreaking research that 
demonstrates how abundance itself is a stressor, contributing to rising rates of addiction, depression, 
and anxiety. Now, Dr. Lembke has written the workbook that her followers have been asking for. Full 
of writing exercises, example charts, and checklists, readers will be able to identify more clearly the 

substances and behaviors they have an unhealthy relationship with. They’ll also understand the reasoning behind these tasks, 
giving them the necessary scaffolding—and hope—to improve their lives through balance. 
 
Anna Lembke is the medical director of Stanford Addiction Medicine, program director for the Stanford Addiction Medicine 
Fellowship, and chief of the Stanford Addiction Medicine Dual Diagnosis Clinic. She is the recipient of numerous awards for 
outstanding research in mental illness, for excellence in teaching, and for clinical innovation in treatment. A clinician scholar, 
she has published more than a hundred peer-reviewed papers, book chapters, and commentaries in prestigious outlets such 
as The New England Journal of Medicine and JAMA. She sits on the board of several state and national addiction-focused 
organizations, has testified before various committees in the United States House of Representatives and Senate, keeps an 
active speaking calendar, and maintains a thriving clinical practice. Dr. Lembke is the author of the New York Times and 
international bestseller, Dopamine Nation (Dutton, 2021). 
 
Rights sold to:  
UK & C – Headline 
 

Publishers of Dopamine Nation: 
UK & C – Headline 
Arabic – Madarek 
Bulgarian – Iztok Zapad 
Complex Chinese – EcoTrend 
Czech – Triton 
Estonian – Rahva Raamat 
French – Eyrolles 
German – Narayana 
Greek – Patakis 
Hindi – Manjul 
Hungarian – Libri Konyvkiado 

Icelandic – Forlagid 
Italian – ROI Edizioni 
Japanese – Chinchosha 
Kazakh – Foliant 
Korean – Next Wave 
Lithuanian – UAB Liutai 
Malayalam – Manjul 
Marathi – Manjul 
Polish – Zysk 
Portuguese in Brazil – Autentica 
Portuguese in Portugal – PRH Portugal 

Romanian – Editura Globo 
Russian – Phoenix 
Simplified Chinese – New Star Press 
Slovene – Zalozba 
Spanish – Urano 
Thai – Biblio 
Turkish – Terapikitap 
Ukrainian – Laboratory 
Vietnamese – Saigon Books
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Lin Hering, Elaine   
UNLEARNING SILENCE 
Self-Help/Psychology | Penguin Life Hardcover | February 2024 | Translation Rights 
Agent: Rachel Ekstrom @ Folio Literary Agency | Editor: Meg Leder 
Status: manuscript available 
 
There has been much talk of “having a seat at the table” and “using your voice”—especially in DEI 
initiatives in the corporate world. But having a seat at the table doesn’t mean that your voice is 
actually welcome, and in fact, there are incentives for many of us to stay silent. Why speak up if you 
know that it won’t be received, and even often makes things worse? For everyone who has been 

silenced and who suspects or knows they have silenced others, UNLEARNING SILENCE explores how we’ve learned to be 
silent, how we’ve benefited from silence, how we’ve silenced others—and how we might choose another way. Elaine Lin 
Hering teaches how to recognize and unlearn unconscious patterns so we can make more intentional choices about how we 
want to show up in business and in life. Only by unlearning silence can we more fully unleash talent, speak our minds, and be 
more complete versions of ourselves, and help others do the same. 
 
Elaine Lin Hering is a facilitator, lecturer, speaker, and writer. As Managing Partner of Triad Consulting Group, she works with 
corporate leaders to diagnose challenges and build management capacity in negotiation, influence, and conflict management 
skills. In her career, Elaine has worked on six continents and with a wide range of clients in corporate, government, and 
nonprofit organizations. She has trained political officials, union leaders, instructors at military academies and educated 
leaders at Fortune 500 companies including American Express, Capital One, Google, Merck, Nike, Shell, Pixar, the Red Cross, 
and Workday. In addition to her work at Triad, Elaine is also a Lecturer on Law at Harvard Law School, specializing in dispute 
resolution, mediation, and negotiation. She has facilitated executive education programs at Harvard, Dartmouth, UC 
Berkeley, UCLA and Tufts, as well as served as the Advanced Training Director for the Harvard Mediation Program. Prior to 
joining the faculty at Harvard, Elaine taught negotiation and mediation at Monash Law School in Melbourne, Australia and 
was a Senior Consultant for Conflict Management Australasia, helping them expand their practice in the region. She is a 
graduate of Harvard Law School.  
 
Rights sold to: 
UK & C – Cornerstone 
Arabic – Jarir 
Dutch – Business Contact  
German – PRH Germany/Mosaik 

Korean – RH Korea 
Portuguese in Brazil – Companhia  
Romanian – Lifestyle  
Simplified Chinese – CITIC  

Spanish – PRH Spain/Conecta 
Thai – B2S Co.

 
 
Martino, Leslie; Foreword by Ainsley Arment  
THE JOY OF SLOW: Restoring Balance and Wonder to Homeschool Learning  
Education/Family | TarcherPerigee Hardcover | August 2024 | UK Rights 
Agent: Anna Knutson Geller @ Write View | Editor: Lauren O’Neal 
Status: manuscript available in November 2023 
 
In a culture that prizes productivity, efficiency, and success, it’s easy to feel as though we’re 
constantly falling short and to lose sight of joy. The homeschool community is not exempt from this 
pressure, but longtime educator Leslie Martino shows parents how to slow down to recapture the 
delight and depth that are hallmarks of meaningful learning, with practical guidance on creating daily 
rhythms that celebrate the ordinary and make space for spontaneity; supporting children as they 

explore personal interests and engage in self-directed learning; tracking students’ progress in ways that might be overlooked 
by traditional assessments; and prioritizing connections with other people and nature.  
 
Leslie Martino has over twenty years of experience teaching in various roles. She homeschools her four children and works as 
an educational consultant, writing curricula and training parents and teachers to approach learning in an interest-based and 
child-directed way. She is also a contributing writer for the Wild + Free homeschooling community. 
  

https://www.triadconsultinggroup.com/team/elaine-lin-hering
https://hls.harvard.edu/faculty/directory/12137/LinHering
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Masuno, Shunmyo 
HOW TO LET THINGS GO: 99 Ways to Relinquish Control and Free Yourself Up for What 
Matters 
Self-Help/Mindfulness | Penguin Life Paper-Over-Board | December 2024 | UK & 
Translation Rights  
Agent: Dorothy Vincent @ DV Literary on behalf of Tuttle Mori | Editor: John Siciliano   
Status: manuscript available in December 2023 
 
From the internationally bestselling Zen Buddhist author of The Art of Simple Living (Penguin Life, 
2019) and Don’t Worry (Penguin Life, 2022) comes a practical guide offering 99 tips for dealing with 

feeling overwhelmed so you can free yourself up for what matters.  
 
Shunmyo Masuno is the head priest of a 450-year-old Zen Buddhist temple in Japan, an award-winning Zen Garden designer 
for clients all over the world, and a professor of environmental design at one of Japan's leading art schools. He has lectured 
widely, including at the Harvard Graduate School of Design, Cornell University, and Brown University.  
 
Publishers of Don’t Worry:
UK & C – Michael Joseph 
Bulgarian – Colibri 
Catalan – Urano 
Croatian – VBZ 
Dutch – Boekerij 
Estonian – Tanapaev 
German – PRH Germany 
Greek – S. Patakis 
Gujarati – Manjul 

Hindi – Manjul 
Hungarian – Szazad Kiado 
Indonesian – Gramedia Pustaka 
Malayalam – Manjul 
Marathi – Manjul 
Mongolian – Erdemt Gegeen 
Portuguese in Brazil – Companhia 
Portuguese in Portugal – Edicoes ASA 
Polish – Foksal 

Romanian – Litera 
Russian – Eksmo 
Serbian – Vulkan 
Spanish – Urano 
Swedish – Volante 
Tamil – Manjul 
Telugu – Manjul 
Thai – Biblio 
Vietnamese – ThaiHa 

 
 

 
McFadden, BSN, RN, Julie  
NOTHING TO FEAR: Demystifying Death in Order to Live More Fully  
Self-Help/Death | TarcherPerigee Hardcover | August 2024 | Translation Rights 
Agent: Trinity McFadden @ The Bindery | Editor: Marian Lizzi   
Status: manuscript available 
 
What if we didn’t consider death the worst possible outcome? What if we discussed it honestly, 
embraced hospice care, and prepared for the end of our lives with hope and acceptance? In this 
compassionate and knowledgeable guide, TikTok star Julie McFadden shares the valuable lessons 
she’s learned in her 15 years as an RN in the ICU and in hospice. Expertly weaving emotional insight 
and practical advice, NOTHING TO FEAR demystifies end-of-life care for both patients and caregivers.  

 
Julie McFadden, BSN, RN, is a hospice/palliative care nurse with more than fifteen years of experience. Passionate about 
normalizing death and dying, she has more than one million followers on TikTok as @hospicenursejulie. She has been 
featured in Newsweek, USA Today, the Atlantic, Business Insider, the Patient Story, and many other media outlets worldwide. 
McFadden lives and works (and films and edits videos for social media) in California. 
 
Rights sold to: 
UK & C – Ebury/Vermilion 
  

https://www.tiktok.com/@hospicenursejulie?lang=en
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Ortiz, Emilia  
THE MOON IS A MOTHER, TOO: Rituals and Recipes for a Magickal Pregnancy, from 
Conception to Birth—and Beyond 
Self-Help/ Pregnancy | TarcherPerigee Trade Paperback | October 2024 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Thomas Flannery Jr. @ Vigliano Associates | Editor: Nina Shield   
Status: manuscript available in December 2023 
 
Pregnancy can be one of the most spiritually transformative times in our lives—if we know how to 
access our magick. When a child is born, so is a parent—a true double-action spell—and reclaiming 
our ancient wisdom and spiritual insight around pregnancy and childbirth is a radical act. By 

strengthening your bond with your baby when they are still in the womb, and tapping into your intuition throughout, you are 
laying the groundwork for a peaceful, sacred nine months—and long after. 
 
Emilia Ortiz is a mental health advocate, creative, and energetic healer from Brooklyn, NY. Utilizing both personal experience 
and teachings from mentors, she has become known for making difficult topics more digestible for her audience. 
 
 

 
Petrow, Steven  
JOY TO YOU AND ME: Finding Joy in Difficult Times  
Self-Help | The Open Field Hardcover | September 2024 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Richard Pine @ Inkwell Management | Editor: Amy Sun   
Status: manuscript available in January 2024 
 
A narrative exploration on finding joy in difficult times, driven by the author's personal experience, 
and drawing on research and interviews.  
 
A former president of The Association of LGBTQ Journalists, Steven Petrow is the recipient of 
numerous awards and grants, including those from the National Endowment for the Humanities, the 

Smithsonian Institution, the Ucross Foundation, the Virginia Center for the Creative Arts, and the National Press Foundation. 
Steven lives in Hillsborough, N.C., with his cocker spaniel, Binx Bolling. He is the author of Stupid Things I Won’t Do When I 
Get Old (Citadel, 2021).  
 
 

 
Rosshirt, Tom 
CHASING PEACE: Going from Breakdown to Breakthrough with the Science of 
Neuroplasticity 
Self-Help | The Open Field Hardcover | December 2024 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Rafe Sagalyn @ International Creative Management | Editor: Brian Tart  
Status: manuscript available in December 2023 
 
CHASING PEACE is about how profound change is possible through 21st century neuroscience. It is 
about how a lifelong seeker used the cutting-edge science of neuroplasticity to turn his emotional 
breakdown—one defined by escalating bouts of burnout, disillusionment, and debilitating anxiety—
into a lasting personal breakthrough.  

 
Tom Rosshirt is a former teacher, speechwriter, press secretary, and co-founder of UNITE; a married father of two boys; and 
a student of meditation and religion trying to help heal human division.  
  

https://www.nlgja.org/
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Soo-Hyun, Kim; Translated by Anton Hur 
I DECIDED TO LIVE AS ME: A Checklist for How to Stop Comparing Yourself to Others So 
You Can Learn to Love Yourself 
Illustrated Self-Help | Penguin Life Paper-Over-Board | November 2024 |  
UK & Translation (except Korean, Complex & Simplified Chinese, Indonesian, Japanese, 
Mongolian, Thai, & Vietnamese) 
Agent: Eric Yang Agency | Editor: John Siciliano  
Status: manuscript available in November 2023 
 
The million-copy bestselling self-help memoir from Korea, recommended by BTS’s Jungkook, about 
how to stop comparing ourselves to others—especially on social media—and how to find the strength 
to be ourselves. With charming illustrations and words of comfort, Kim Soo-Hyun walks us through 

her journey of self-love and offers a checklist to guide us on our own journeys.  
 
Kim Soo-Hyun is a writer and illustrator based in Seoul. Anton Hur was a finalist for the International Booker Prize for his 
translation of Cursed Bunny by Bora Chung and has also translated I Want to Die But I Want to Eat Tteokbokki by Baek Se-hee 
(Bloomsbury, 2022) and co-translated Beyond the Story by BTS (Flatiron, 2023). He was born in Stockholm and lives in Seoul. 
 
 

 
Way, Niobe 
REBELS WITH A CAUSE: Reimagining Boys, Ourselves, and Our Culture  
Parenting | Dutton Hardcover | August 2024 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Leslie Meredith @ Dystel, Goderich & Bourret | Editor: Jill Schwartzman   
Status: manuscript available in November 2023 
 
In REBELS WITH A CAUSE, a childhood developmental psychologist argues that the much-debated 
problem with men begins with subjecting boys to toxic masculine stereotypes—and how we can 
change direction. 
 
Dr. Niobe Way is a Professor of Developmental Psychology at New York University. She has published 

nearly a hundred peer-reviewed journal articles and eight books, including Deep Secrets (Harvard University Press, 2013). The 
Listening Project, her current project with Joseph Nelson, Hirokazu Yoshikawa, David Kirkland, and Alisha Ali, aims to foster 
curiosity and connection in and outside of middle school classrooms across New York City. She created and teaches a core 
course for undergraduates at NYU called The Science of Human Connection. Her research has been funded by the National 
Institute of Mental Health and The National Science Foundation, among others. She is a former President of the Society for 
Research on Adolescence. REBELS WITH A CAUSE is her first trade book. 
 
 

MEMOIR & BIOGRAPHY 
 

Cordery, Stacy A.  
ELIZABETH ARDEN 
Biography | Viking Hardcover | September 2024 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Laurie Liss @ Sterling Lord Literistic | Editor: Wendy Wolf 
Status: manuscript available in December 2023 
 
The biography of Elizabeth Arden, the self-made millionaire, socialite, and international business 
genius who revolutionized women’s relationship with skin care and cosmetics.  
 
Stacy A. Cordery, Ph.D., is a historical biographer and author of Alice: Alice Roosevelt Longworth, 
from White House Princess to Washington Power Broker (Viking, 2007), Juliette Gordon Low: The 

Remarkable Founder of the Girl Scouts (Viking, 2012), and two books about Theodore Roosevelt. A popular and engaging 
speaker, Cordery is a Professor of History at Iowa State University in Ames.  
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Lyon, Banning   
THE CHAIR AND THE VALLEY: A Memoir of Trauma, Healing, and the Outdoors 
Memoir | The Open Field Hardcover | June 2024 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Meg Thompson @ Thompson Literary Agency | Editor: Meg Leder   
Status: manuscript available in late October 2023 
 
THE CHAIR AND THE VALLEY is an inspirational memoir recounting the author’s journey to find 
healing as a backpacking guide in Yosemite National Park after surviving 353 days in a psychiatric 
hospital as a teenager, only to discover six years after his discharge that this involuntary admission 
was part of one of the largest healthcare fraud scams in the history of the United States. 
 
Banning Lyon is a backpacking guide, instructor, and public speaker who addresses hundreds of 

people a year on the healing power of the wilderness, as well as his struggles with PTSD, anxiety, and depression.  
 
 

 
MacNicol, Glynnis  
I’M MOSTLY HERE TO ENJOY MYSELF: One Woman’s Pursuit of Pleasure in Paris 
Travel Memoir | Penguin Life Hardcover | June 2024 | UK & Translation Rights  
Agent: Lucy Carson @ The Friedrich Agency | Editor: Amy Sun    
Status: manuscript available in late October 2023 
 
After New York City emptied out in March 2020, Glynnis MacNicol, aged 46, unmarried with no 
children, spent 16 months alone in her tiny Manhattan apartment. The isolation was punishing. When 
the opportunity to sublet a friend’s apartment in Paris arose, MacNicol jumped on it. Leaving felt like 
less of a risk than a necessity. What follows is a decadent, unexpected journey into one woman’s 
pursuit of radical enjoyment, filled with friendship, food, and sex. In the spirit of Deborah Levy and 

Annie Ernaux, I’M MOSTLY HERE TO ENJOY MYSELF is an intimate, insightful, powerful, and endlessly pleasurable memoir of 
an intensely lived experience whose meaning and insight expands far beyond the personal narrative.  
 
Glynnis MacNicol is the author of the memoir No One Tells You This (Simon & Schuster, 2018). Her work has appeared in 
print and online for publications including Elle.com (where she was a contributing writer), The New York Times, The 
Guardian, Forbes, The Cut, Daily News (New York), W, Town & Country, The Daily Beast, mental floss, and Capital New York. 
 

 
Peri, Camille  
A WILDER SHORE: The Creative Odyssey of Fanny & Robert Louis Stevenson 
Biography | Viking Hardcover | August 2024 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Kris Dahl @ ICM | Editor: Allie Merola 
Status: manuscript available 
 
A WILDER SHORE is a portrait of the sweeping love story and fascinating, unusual, and fruitful 
creative partnership of the writers Fanny and Robert Louis Stevenson.  
 
Camille Peri is an author and journalist who founded the ground-breaking website Mothers Who 

Think, a department of the online publication Salon. With author Kate Moses, she edited the national best seller Mothers 
Who Think: Tales of Real-Life Parenting (Villard, 1999), and Because I Said So: 33 Mothers Write About Children, Sex, Men, 
Aging, Faith, Race & Themselves (Harper, 2005), which received an American Book Award. She has written and edited 
for Vogue, Ladies’ Home Journal, the Los Angeles Times Magazine, Mother Jones, WebMD, Reader’s Digest and the San 
Francisco Chronicle and Examiner Sunday magazine. 
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Streisand, Barbra   
MY NAME IS BARBRA  
Memoir | Viking Hardcover | November 2023 | Translation Rights 
Agent: Bob Barnett @ Williams & Connolly | Editor: Rick Kot 
Status: finished books available on November 7, 2023 
 
The long-awaited memoir by the superstar of stage, screen, recordings, and television. Barbra 
Streisand is by any account a living legend, a woman who in a career spanning six decades has 
excelled in every area of entertainment. She is among the handful of EGOT winners (Emmy, Grammy, 
Oscar, and Tony) and has one of the greatest and most recognizable voices in the history of popular 
music. She has been nominated for a Grammy 46 times, and with Yentl she became the first woman 
to write, produce, direct, and star in a major motion picture. In MY NAME IS BARBRA, she tells her 

own story about her life and extraordinary career, from growing up in Brooklyn to her first star-making appearances in New 
York nightclubs to her breakout performance in Funny Girl on stage and winning the Oscar for that performance on film. Then 
came a long string of successes in every medium in the years that followed. The book is, like Barbra herself, frank, funny, 
opinionated, and charming. She recounts her early struggles to become an actress, eventually turning to singing to earn a 
living; the recording of some of her acclaimed albums; the years of effort involved in making Yentl; her direction of The Prince 
of Tides; her friendships with figures ranging from Marlon Brando to Madeleine Albright; her political advocacy; and the 
fulfillment she’s found in her marriage to James Brolin. No entertainer’s memoir has been more anticipated than Barbra 
Streisand’s, and this engrossing and delightful book will be eagerly welcomed by her millions of fans. 
 
Barbra Streisand is an American singer, actress, director, and producer and one of the most iconic figures in music and film, 
the only recording artist in history to have earned #1 albums over six consecutive decades.  
 
Rights sold to:  
UK & C – Century UK Dutch – Bruna French – Hugo & Cie 

 
 

Woods, Randall  
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS: A Man for the Whole People  
Biography | Dutton Hardcover | June 2024 | UK & Translation Rights   
Agent: Susan Ginsburg @ Writers House | Editor: Grace Layer  
Status: manuscript available 
 
A magisterial journey through the epic life and transformative times of John Quincy Adams. In 
masterful biography JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, historian Randall B. Woods peels back the many layers of 
John Quincy’s long life, exposing a rich and complicated family saga and a political legacy that 
transformed the American Republic. 
 

Randall B. Woods is John A. Cooper Distinguished Professor of History at the University of Arkansas, where he has taught 
since 1971. His books include LBJ: Architect of American Ambition (Free Press, 2006) and Fulbright: A Biography (Cambridge 
University Press, 1995), which won the Robert D. Ferrell Prize.  
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ULF TOREGARD AGENCY 
Tel: 46-45-484-340 
Ulf@toregardagency.se  
 
 
 
SPAIN, PORTUGAL and Spanish-
speaking South & Central America 
Teresa Vilarrubla 
THE FOREIGN OFFICE 
Tel. + (34) 93 321 42 90 
teresa@theforeignoffice.net  
 
 
 
TURKEY 
Atilla Izgi Turgut 
AKCALI COPYRIGHT AGENCY 
Tel: (90) 216-338-87-71 
Atilla@akcalicopyright.com

 
 
 

For Arabic, Indonesian, Thai, Vietnamese, and all other unrepresented territories’ rights, please contact Jillian Fata at 
JFata@PenguinRandomHouse.com. 
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